We present an evaluation of retransmission strategies over local area networks. Expressions are derived for the expectation and the variance of the transmission time of the go-back-n and the selective repeat protocols in the presence of errors. These are compared to the expressions for blast with full retransmission on error (BFRE) derived by Zwaenepoel [Zwa 851. We conclude that go-back-n performs almost as well as selective repeat and is very much simpler to implement while BFRE is stable only for a limited range of messages sixes and error rates. We also present a variant of BFRE which optimally checkpoints the transmission of a large message. This is shown to overcome the instability of ordinary BFRE. It has a simple state machine and seems to take full advantage of the low error rates of local area networks. We further investigate go-back-n by generalizing the analysis to an upper layer transport protocol, which is likely to encounter among other things, variable delays due to protocol overhead, multiple connections, process switches and operating system scheduling priorities.
Introduction
With the advent of diskless workstations, network file systems and distributed virtual memory. there is an ever growing set of applications requiring quick response times for large data transfers over a local area network. In this paper we present some analytical results of the performance of different protocols over local area networks, characterized by low error rates and high bandwidth.
Degradation of performance could result from a number of factors. It could be caused by flow control (for example, the outstanding window size could be very small), or by the host to network interface, or it could be caused by the choice of retransmission strategy in case of errors. Our focus in this paper is on this last issue. The principle relmnsmission strategies considered are the blast protocd with fdl retransmission on error ( henceforth referred to as BFRE), the go-buck-n protocol and the selective-repeat protocol. Zwaenepoel. [Zwa 851 . presents an analysis of BFRE. He also presents simulation results for the goPermission to copy without fee all or part of this material is granted provided that the copies are not made or distributed for direct commercial advantage. the ACM copyright notice and the title of the publication and its date appear, and notice is given that copying is by permission of the Association for Computing Machinery. To copy otherwise, or to republish, requires a fee and/ or specific permission. 0 1989 ACM o-89791-315-9/89/ooO5/0098 $1.50 back-n and selective-repeat protocols, which suggest go-back-n as the strategy of choice for local area network environments. Our main contribution is an analytical evaluation of the goback-n and selective-repeat retransmission strategies in the local area network environment
Our results corroborate those of Zwaenepoel: BFRE becomes unstable much faster with respect to message size than go-back-n or selective-repeat. However, BFRE has a very simple state machine and makes other design issues much simpler and efficient. See for example the network interface design of Kanakia and Cheriton [Kan 881 . It also seems ideally suited for an environment where host processing time is a significant amount of the total time, precisely because the amount of "work" to be done by the host is reduced. This is the motivation for our optimal blast protocd which performs well for both large and small message sixes.
Previous analyses of go-back-n and selective-repeat assume low nodal pocessing times, high error rates and high link delays. see for example [Ana 861. [Bru 861, [Moe 863 and [Moh 871 . The principal focus of those studies is on maximization of channel throughput, given assumptions of packet arrival rates and distributions. While that clearly is a viable goal for some environments, it is not the main focus for file accesses over networks, where response times determine workstation performance. Towsley pow 791 provides an interesting analysis of the go-back-n and stopand-wait retransmission strategies, deriving formulas for individual packet delays under general assumptions of the distribution of packet arrivals at the sending site. This analysis is more suitable for the nodes in store and forward networks.
Our study focuses on the statistics of the time to complete a multi-packet message transfer. We address both processing and transmission times. Most related work in this area, with the exception of [Zwa 851. ignore processing time as a negligible component of the delay. Measurements on local networks have shown that tbis delay is in fact significant
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the model and its assumptions and the protocol definitions. Sections 3 and 4 present the analyses of go-back-n and selective-repeat respectively. Numerical results comparing these protocols are presented in Section 5. We shall see that the performance of BFRE is very sensitive to message size. In Section 6. we propose and evaluate the Optimal Blast Protocol which increases the range of operation of BFRE. Section 7 presents our conclusions and the appendix fills in some of details omitted in Section 4.
2. Preliminaries 2.1. The Model Figure 2 .1 represents a typical network interface architecture. To transmit a packet, a station copies the data from host memory to interface memory and then transmits it onto the network. When a packet arrives at a station, it is first put in interface memory from where it is copied to the host's memory. Messages are assumed to be comprised of fixed size data packets. The time to copy a data packet between host memory and interface memory is assumed to be a constant C. The time to transmit a data packet is assumed to be a constant T. The corresponding times for acknowledgement (ACK) packets are Cu and Tu respectively. Ropagation delays are assumed to be negligible. C and Ca are limited by the DMA rate of the host bus. T and Tu are limited by the network's speed. In the analyses of Sections 3 and 4, we assume that there is just one send buffer. In case of multiple send buffers, the timing diagrams used in these analyses will change, but the method of analysis and the relative performance of the different protocols will not. In fact, we do generalize the analysis of go-back-n to handle arbitrary timing sequences (see [Muk 881 for details). The focus here is on the relative performsnce of different retransmission schemes. We feel our analysis should be StraightfoMrard to extend to newer and faster interfaces. Figure 2 .2 shows the timing diagram of a simple sliding window protocol. We have assumed that the window size is large enough so that it does not close. The horizontal axis represents time. 'Ihe upper, middle and lower lines correspond to sending station, network and receiving station activity respectively. In this diagram, we show each packet being separately acknowledged. The sender lirst copies a packet from its memory to its interface. This takes C time units. The network transmission of this packet takes T time units. The data is then copied at the receiving end taking another C time units. Simultaneously, the sender transmits the next packet. Every packet is separately acknowledged. Copying of the ACK packet to the interface takes Ca time units and its network transmission takes Ta time units. protocol. Here, the receiver transmits an ACK only at the end In both these timing diagrams, it is assumed that there is one interface buffer for sending and one for receiving, and that the interface processes one packet at a time. This makes it possible, for example in Figure 2 .2, for the the sender's data transmission to overlap with its processing of an acknowledgement i.e., data can be transmitted onto the network while an ACK packet is being copied into hoti memory. However, copying of data to the interface horn the host cannot be overlapped with transmission of the data onto the network. The actual timing diagram will depend on the implementor's choice of signals and when they are masked off or turned on. It would also depend on the number of send buffers provided. However, the analysis we present in the next section would still remain valid if the time parameters chosen were suitably modilied. In fact our analysis can be extended in a straightforward manner to the faster interfaces that are currently being designed [example Son 88, Kan 881.
The next important parameter of the model relates to packet error rates. Error rates in local networks are extremely low. If one out of every n bits are in error due to electrical noise, the probability of a packet of size b bits failing is 1-(1-l/n)* = b/n+o(bln).Ifdataistransmittedaspackets of 1K bytes each then the probability of a data packet failing is 8K/n. The corresponding packet failure rate for an ACK packet of say 64 bytes, is 512/n. For a bit error rate of one in 10s to one in 10 O or less, these values are extremely low. We are not aware of any authoritative report on the actual bit error rates on local networks. However, they seem to be sufficiently low, not to warrant any concern for performance degradation just by themselves (as we shall see in Section 5). The advent of optical fibers reduces errors to even lower rates. However, although collisions (in case of random access protocols) are rare, the increased use of remote tile servers and other distributed applications are likely to increase their frequency. In addition, various studies, [Son 88. Zwa 851, have reported significant error rates at network interfaces generally resulting from unavailability of buffers. Indeed Zwaenepoel suggests that packet error rates caused by interface errors are in fact somewhere in the range of one in 10 to one in ld [zwa 851. Since this dominates network errors caused by random noise, we assume in our analysis that all packets have the same probability of failing, irrespective of packet size. This probability, which we denote by pm, is an important parameter in our model. We further assume that packet errors are statistically independent as in [zwa 851.
The Protocols
The protocols we are interested in are essentially retransmission strategies. We distinguish here between tranrmission and retransnrission strategies. Briefly, the time when the receiver sends an ACK determines the transmission strategy (for example Blast and Sliding-Window are two different transmission strategies). A retransmission strategy, on the other hand, determines which packets are retransmitted in case of errors.
In BFRE, all the packets are retransmitted irrespective of which packets were in error. We have chosen to associate Blast as the transmission strategy along with it. A Sliding-Window version with full retransmission seems to make less sense, because packets which have already been ACKed may then be (unnecessarily) retransmitted.
If the transmission strategy is Sliding-Window, the goback-n and selective-repeat retransmission strategies work as follows: when a packet successfully reaches the receiver, it is always ACKed if it is "m-sequence". In case of selective-repeat, the receiver buffers out of sequence data. In both cases an error is detected at the sender by either a timer intetrupt or by a NACK from the receiver. At this point, if the sender backs up to the first packet in error and restarts the transmission, the strategy is referred to as go-back-n van 811. If, on the other hand, the sender retransmits only that packet which is in error, the strategy is called selective-repeat. In go-back-n, reassembling of the message at the receiver is much simpler than in selective-repeat, but at the potential cost of retransmission of many more packets.
The mechanisms for go-back-n and selective-repeat are similar if the transmission strategy is Blast. For a N-packet transfer, the first N-l packets are transmitted unreliably (i.e. with no corresponding AC%). The last packet is transmitted reliably, i.e. it is retransmitted periodically until an ACK is received. This ACK indicates the first packet in error in case of go-back-n, and all the packets in error in case of selective-repeat. The receiver also has a NACK capability to flag an error immediately when it is detected 3. Go-Back-N Retransmission Strategy
In the go-back-n retransmission strategy, the sender retransmits all packets from the lirst packet in error. The receiver does not buffer out of sequence data This sirnplilies the state machine, but at the potential cost of multiple retransmissions of successful packets. However, as we shall see, more sophisticated protocols cannot really improve on the performance of this ptotoco1 for realistic error rates.
Notation
C : time to copy a data packet between host memory and interface memory T : time to transmit a data packet onto the network Ca : time to copy an acknowledgement (ACK) packet between host memory and interfaua memory Ta : time to transmit an ACK packet onto the network T1 : C + T, time between the initiation of two successive data transmissions T~:2C+T+2Ca+Ta,timetaken(asseenbythesender)to transmit the last packet and receive its acknowledgement.
T-:Thetimetodetectanerroratthesendergiventhaton error bus cxcurmf. In [Muk 881. we have shown that for practical error rates, the variance of Tkm is very small in the presence of negative acknowledgements. We thus treat it as a constant here.
Analysis
This subsection presents the analysis of the expected time and the variance of the time to transmit N packets in the presence of errors. We assume deterministic processing times (C, Ca) and transmission times (T. Ta) and ignore queueing delays. We also assume that the sender can always send (i.e.. if there is a window, it never closes), an assumption just&d in light of our previous assumption of demnninistic delays and no queueing.
Our analysis assumes a sliding window transmission scheme. A packet transmission fails when either the data packet or its corresponding acknowledgement is lost or is corrupted. Note that the failme of an acknowledgement does not necessarily mean a failed packet tr ansmission, if for instance the acknowledgement for the next packet arrives before the sender times out. So this assumption overestimates the effect of an error and gives a lower bound on the performance of go-back-n. As stated in the previous section, we assume that packet failmes are independent of their sire and are statistically independent. We denote the probability of packet failure by pm. Given these assumptions, the probability that a packet transmission fails is:
If, instead, we use the blast protocol in conjunction with goback-n, then p = p,, provided the ACK at the end was successful.
We have determined that this version performs similar to the sliding-window version for practical error rates, and we therefore present only the analysis of the latter. Now, suppose that the fv.F failure occurs after r packets are successfully sent. The time to send the r packets and detect the error at the sender's site is :
where Tf indicates a failed transmission. For simplicity, we denote 4 = 1 -p . In go-back-n, the failure of a packet transmission marks a regeneration point of a stochastic process because all the packets starting from this point onwards have to be retransmitted. The probability of a regeneration occurring after r packets is q'p .
The last packet sequence transmitted will have no errors.
We denote the time for this transmission by T, (r ), where r is the mnnber of packets tnmsmitted in this last sequence.
T,(r)=@-l)Tt+T& llr<N Its probability distribution is q' .
Let the total time to successfully transmit N packets with the go-back-n strategy be TN. If there are k regenerations (retransmission sequences), then the time taken (denoted by T(N I k))is:
where ri is the nmber of packets transmitted during the i* retransmission. The above equation simplilies to
Let pk be the probability that there are k regenerations given N packets. Since the last transmission always carries at least one packet successfully, the number I;f+zry; in which k regenerations can occur given N packets is [ b k-. To see this, note that this problem csn be mapped to the pro lem of finding all possible integer solutions to the equation
where Xi 2 0 for i = 1.2, --* k and Xk+r 11 . Now, let Xk+t' = Xk+r-1, so that Xk+r' 2 0. Then the previous problem is analogous to finding all possible integer solutions to x1+x2+-+Xk +Xk+;=N -1 which is Then pk is given by
The expected time to tr ansmit N packets succe.ssfully is now easily obtained: In this section we present the analysis of the selective repeat protocol. Several variations of this protocol have been proposed. Most assume that packet error rates are very high. Since this is not true in the IAN environment, we choose the following simple version. The sender transmits all N packets in the tirst round. The receiver sends an acknowledgement at the end of the round with a bit vector indicating the packets in error, these are retransmitted in the next round. This procedure continues until all packets have been successfully transmitted and received.
If thexe are k packets transmitted in a round, then the time takeniskTr+Td,whereTt=C+T asbefore,andTdisthe overhead per rmmd. We assume in the following analysis that the the sender always gets the ACK back after a time Td. This assumption is strictly not necessary, but makes the results more intuitive and understandable. The analysis resulting from this simplilication should favor selective repeat. Cur main motivation in this section is to show that selective repeat camrot do very much better than go-back-n for practical error rates, so we choose to favor intuitive understanding over rigor.
To motivate the analysis, the reader is referred to where Cov(X.Y) is the covariance of X and Y and is given by [Tri 821
The covsriance term is not zero because the number of packet failures and the mrmber of rounds are related (for example, the number of errors is at least equal to one less than the number of rounds).
4.1. Distribution of X For Np << 1. this last expression can be approximated by Each packet transmission takes a slot of duration T1. Let us now consider a possible sequence of correct and erroneous transmissions which take N +k slots (of size T1 each), k20. Clearly, the (N+k)" slot is always a correct transmission. of ways of distributing the k errors in N+k-1 slots is . The probability of an error in a slot is in section 3, we get
EIYI =Tca [l+,,,] =L[ I+,,]
The variance of Y is given by: Viewed another way, since the total number of rounds is I k, each packet is transmitted successfully in at most k attempts. The probability of this event is ( 1 -Pk This section compares the mean and variance of the transmission times of the go-back-n, selective-repeat and the BFBE protocols. The curves for BFEE are obtained from the analysis of [Zwa 851. The results for go-back-n and sekctiverepeat are obtained from the derivations in Sections 3 and 4. We use the measured values of C. Ca, T and Ta reported in [Zwa 851 (Table 5 .1). These values are getting progressively smaller with faster networks and interfaces, but we expect the relative times to be the similar at least in the near future. Figure 5 .1 shows the expected time to transfer N packets for the different protocols, for N = 64 and N = 512. For N=64, all three protocols have almost the same expected time for a packet error rate of lo-* to 10-s (the error range that we can expect in a local area network environment). As N increases. BFRE starts performing poorly. Go-back-n however fares almost as well as selective repeat even for N = 512.
An estimate of a parameter could be misleading without an estimate of its error. We therefore plot the standard deviation of the transmission times in Figure 5 .2 The curves am for N = 64. The curve for BFBE assumes that the receiver has the NACK capability so that the sender can detect a failed transmission early. Go-back-n can be seen to have almost as low a standard deviation as selective-repeat for the error range of 10-4 to 1c5. Selective-repeat does better for error rates of 1tY2 and higher but that portion of the curve is insignificant from a practical standpoint. The key point here is that go-back-n has a simpler state machine than selective-repeat and performs almost as welL ln Figure 5 .3. we have plotted the standard deviation curves for N = 512. This shows that even for large N. go-back-n is still a viable protocol. This figure clearly demonstrates that for large messages, the BFBE protocol, if adopted, should be decomposed into multiple BFEE's. We rddress this point in the next section in more detail. For large messages, we shall see that adding a checkpointing mechanism to BFBE at the right places is also a good alternative.
6. Optimal Blast Protocol.
The Blast potocol with full retransmission on a-m (BFRE) is aesthetically simple and seems to take full advantage of the low error rates and high bandwidth of local area networks. However, its performance, especially the variance of the time to transfer large messages degrades considerably as message sizes increase. To avoid the performance penalties, without sacrificing much of the simplicity of the BFBE protocol, transmission of a large message can be decomposed into multiple BFKE's. The number of packets in each BFRE could be jxed apriori or could be vuriubfe. with the latter enjoying the obvious advantages:
(i) Dynamic adjustability to changes in observed network error rates.
(ii) Tuning according to each individual sender's performance objectives.
The first point is obvious, especially if the error rates fluctuate with time (provided, of course, they can be estimated accurately). The second point emphasizes that the optimization criteria of different communicating pairs need not be the same. In the following discussion, we choose not to minimize the expected time to transmit a message because it is almost equal to the error free transmission time for practical error rates. Instead, we propose to constrain the standard deviation of the time to transmit the packets to some constant times the expected time to transmit the packets successfully. That is, the standard deviation, which we interpret as the error in the estimate of the mean, is constrained by the following equation:
Typically, we would like r to have a very small value. Equation 6.1 says that we are less willing to accept large deviations for smaller messages than for larger messages. Also, we want the standard deviation to be smaller than some constant times the expected time to transmit the entire message. r serves as an upper bound on the coefficient of variation of TM.
To achieve this desired standard deviation, for an Mpacket-transfer, we propose to "checkpoint" the (blast) transmission by requiring a mandatory ACK from the receiver after every N packets, where N is chosen such that Equation 6.1 is satisfied. This means that we have approximately M/N BFRE's in series, each of N packets. We call N the optimal blast size. and since n = M/N, we have N< Mr2
P(l+P) The probability of a BFRE failing, p. is of course dependent upon N. It is the probability that at least one of the N packets that are transmitted fail, and is given by p = 1 -(l-p, )v+i (6.8) Given M. r and pn , we can obtain N by solving Equations 6.7 and 6.8 iteratively to obtain the optimal blast size which satisfies Equation 6.1. In Figures 6.1 through 6 .3, we show the optimal blast size for error rates between 10d and lo-*, for different message sizes, M. Both the axes are in units of number of packets. It is interesting to see how the optimal blast size drops rapidly with increasing r and p. In Figures 6.4 and 6 .5, we show a comparative performance of the optimal blast protocol and the normal BFRE protocol. The optimal blast protocol in these figures uses the optimal blast size for any particular M. r and p. In Fig. 6 .4, we have plotted the ratio of the expected times of the optimal blast protocol and BFRE. This value is close to unity. However, in Fig. 6 .5, we see the very sharp improvement in the standard deviation of the time, which essentially means that we have increased the confidence in the estimate of the mean almost for free. The reason is that the expected time is almost equal to the error free transmission time for practical error rates, but the standard deviation can still be large for large message sizes. We however see one problem with the optimal blast protocol: for small M, the ratio of the two expected times is greater than unity, especially as r gets smaller. This is because in our optimal blast, the sender waits for an ACK of the previous packet group before it starts transmitting the next packet group, causing the pipeline to empty out and fill up again for each sub-blast. The &lay resulting from this dominates over the expected time of a simple BFRE for smaller message sizes because the probability of a retransmission is extremely low. Smaller values of r increase the number of sub-blasts (see Figure 6. 3) exacerbating the problem. However, as M increases, one of the properties of constraint 6.1 is that it increases the sub-blast size even thoughp, and r are the same. The pipeline does not empty out as often as before. In addition, the probability of a retransmission increases for the simple BFRE. These factors pull the ratio of the expected times below unity as the total number of packets, M. increases. The standard deviation to the transmission time improves for all M. though it is more pronounced for large M.
To prevent the degradation in the expected transmission time for small M. we propose the following modification to the protocol:
(i) The sender determines the optimal blast sire. N, for the given message.
(ii) It then transmits packets 1 through N-l in the current BFRE without requesting an ACK from the receiver.
(iii) It tmnsmits packet N with the REQUEST-FOR-ACK bit set. (iv) Without waiting for the ACK, it continues with the next blast using steps (ii) and (iii). (v) The receiver ACKs the packets which have their REQUEST-FOR-ACK bit set, provided it has received all the packets with sequence numbers greater than the previously ACKed packet and less than the current one. It can also NACK packets in error. Dropped packets however will have to be detected by the sender's timeout mechanism.
(vi) In case of an error (either a NACK or a timeout), the sender retransmits the whole "window" of outstanding s not yet ACKed. This leads to a go-back-n retransmission across sub-blasts, although each smaller sub-blast is still fully retransmitted! We note that the sender does not have to negotiate the sub-blast size with the receiver in advance. In a window based flow control scheme, there has to be space for the packet when it arrives at the receiver, but flow control and error control are orthogonal functions here. One bit in the packet could serve as REQUEST-FOR_ACK/ NO-ACK. and could be set whenever the sender wants an ACK. Thus the size of a sub-blast could change with time even between the same communicating pairs. This could happen, for instance, if the sender's effective window size drops because it senses congestion. [Jai 861 and [Jac 881 claim that packet errors are a good indicator of congestion, and their congestion control protocol shrinks the effective window size to deal with it . The window is slowly increased after that. Their scheme fits in harmoniously with the sender's choosing the optimal blast size independent of the receiver. All that the sender has to do is to set the sub-blast size as min(N, congestion-window.
flow-window), where N is the optimal blast size from Equations 6.7 and 6.8.
Conclusions and Future Work.
We have presented analytical results for the expectation and the variance of transmission times for different retransmission strategies over local area networks. For small messages (i.e., small number of packets per message), BFRE, go-back-n and selective-repeat, all perform well. However, as the message size increases, BFRE shows larger mean and variance than go-back-n while the latter does almost as well as selective repeat. These conclusions are based on an estimate of the packet error rate between l@ and lo-'. More reliable network interfaces will likely reduce error rates on local area networks. Under such conditions, BFRE will perform almost as well as the others, and given its simplicity, will be a more attractive protocol. For error rates which we observe today, go-back-n and the optimal blast protocol will be more viable alternatives since any protocol has to deal with a wide range of message sixes.
We have also extended the analysis of go-back-n to handle the second or&r effects of variable processing and transmission times. However, only the final results of that analysis appears in this paper because of space constraints (see [Muk 881 for details). We assumed a general distribution of delays, instead of a deterministic one and showed how they affect the expected time and the variance of the transmission time of large messages. Possible application of this model will be datagram oriented mnp3rt protocols with associated protocol processing overhead, variable delays due to multiple connections, and variable transmission times due to network load. We found that for goback-n the variance of a message transmission time increases linearly with the variance of individual packet transmissions in addition to that contributed by erroneous transmissions.
This study can be extended in many directions. We are currently investigating the incorporation of windows. We also intend to study the effect of buffer non-availability at the receiver on packet losses at the interface. This is likely to result in nonindependent packet errors. It will be interesting to see how the different protocols compare in that case.
Appendix
In this appendix, our goal is to compute the covariance of the random variables X and Y. Here X represents number slots each of size Ti and Y is the cumulative of the number of rounds each of size Told. to complete the transmission of N packets using selective-repeat. We shall ignore the constants T1 and TOM in the following discussion and account for them only at the end. Since we have to compute E[XIl, we are interested in the joint distribution of the random variables X and Y. If Y=R +l, R 10 and X = N + k, then k errors are distributed as kr. kz, ... , kR, such that NM,?k22 '-->--kRR>o 64.1)
Note that the last (strict) inequality stresses the fact that all the k's are greater than zero. The joint probability distribution of X andY isgivenby is equal to the coefficient of xL in (1+x +x2+ .*-x">" provided NZk&$ *** zk, 20 (note that we are allowing the ki'S to be zero here). The right hand side has to be now multiplied by Tr Tdd to finally give the correct covariance. We note that as N gets large, Cov(X.Y)+O because q<l. Intuitively, this means that as the number of packets become very large, the relationship between the total number of errors and the total number of rounds becomes weak for any fixed q .
